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6Mamlbo9 IbrouigM to ouateir .space with 'Aliens'
with the plot and the characters.
First, the characters consist of a
group of Marines who are very
similar to the other characters in the
recent trend of flag-wavi- ng invincible
fighters. There is absolutely no
reason that Marines even have to be
incorporated into the film. "The
Company" is responsible for sending
the colonists into a dangerous situa-
tion with the aliens why does it
need the Marines and or the U.S.
government to get them out? The
only reason would probably be to
cash in on the success of other films

See ALIENS page 12

cargo chute.
The mother alien however has

stuck to the outside of the escape ship
(slightly similar flashback to the last
film's ending). After the remaining
crew thinks that they have arrived
to safety, the alien pierces Bishop,
the android, which showers white
milky android slop everywhere on the
landing pad. Ripley then takes things
into her own hands and rids the
universe of the mother alien in a
heroic ending, while still protecting
the little Newt.

For space buffs and sci-- fi nuts, this
flick will not be a disappointment,
but there are some slight problems

crew finally see that they have some
hope of being rescued from this
hellish planet chock-fu- ll of hungry
aliens.

However, things are not as easy
as they seem to be. As Ripley and
the rest of the crew attempt their final
escape, Newt gets wisked away in an
air chute into a pool of sludge water,
only to be kidnapped by the aliens
and put into the mucus bank to be
later implanted with an alien egg.

Protectively, Ripley knows in her
heart that Newt is still alive even
though she has been cocooned in goo.
Ripley goes to rescue Newt from the
clutches of peril armed with enough
ammunition to put as many holes in-th- e

aliens as there are in a colander.
Ripley succeeds in destroying all

the aliens in sight until she chances
upon the head alien egg-lay-er that
has been perpetuating the species.
The mother alien makes the others
appear to be playful puppies in
comparison. Ripley conquers the
mother alien by blowing it out the

suspended in mucus webs waiting to
hatch more aliens that have been
implanted in their innards. The
Marines then begin to take heed to
Ripley's warnings.

Continuing farther into the colony,
the Marines start to get picked off
by the aliens one at a time. We are
presented with a few obligatory
blood-and-gu- ts scenes until there are
just two Marines, Bishop the
android, Berke the conniving com-

pany man, and Ripley left to fend
for themselves in the bowels of the
colony.

Soon they stumble upon a little girl
whose name, fittingly, is Newt. Since
Newt's parents have been made into
alien bait, Ripley's maternal instincts
surface and she cares for "Newt while
simultaneously filling the space
critters full of hot laser lead.

Newt shows Ripley the secret
passages of the colony since she is
the only human to survive on the
planet. With the help of Bishop at
the computer, the remainder of the
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"Aliens," the sequel to the 1979
science-fictio- n horror flick "Alien,"
has been elected to the Rambo
Institute of Guts and Glory.

Sigourney Weaver, reappearing in
her role as Ripley, the starship
wonderwoman in tank tops, has once
again drawn the task to cleanse the
universe of slimy, trap-jawe- d

varmints.
The film commences with Ripley

and her cat Jonesy being found after
57 years in a deep hypersleep. Ripley,
after her ordeal in the first film, has
recurring nightmares of the
intestinally-gestate- d aliens that
plague her endlessly until she is
convinced by "The Company" (her
former employer) to return to space
and discover why a colony of workers
are having problems transmitting
signals to Earth.

Of course the audience knows as
well as Ripley that the critters from
the last film are the problem. Yet
Ripley hqps on a space ship, along
with a protege from "The Company"
named Berke, played by Paul Reiser,
and a crew of madcap Marines who
are ready to blow some chunks out
of anything that gets in their way in
their mission to find out what
happened to the colonists.

The crew of Marines consists of
a cigar-chewi- ng sergeant, a muscular
bandanna-brandishin- g Chicano
woman who makes Sly Stallone look
like the Queen Mother at a tea party,
an android named Bishop that looks
like a mannequin at J.C. Penney's
and a slew of other blonde leather-
neck dullards that ridicule Ripley for
her warnings of the aliens.

After landing on the planet in
question, the crew finds that the
colonists are all gone, but after a little
ship-searchin- g, discover the colonists
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Steverino's brings you
the best of both worlds!

Fresh Homemade, Hand-tosse- d Pizza
100 real cheese toppings!

Quality subs made your way

FREE Delivery
Catering to your specific tastes

Timberlvne Village 968-815- 7 Weaver Dairy Rd.
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First we blew away the SAT.
Now we've set our sights higher .

We've added new programs, equipment and
service to meet the ever-changi- ng needs of our
members. Come in today and experience our

quality workout. Once you do,
you'll never settle for less.

Come join our family and enjoy these features:
Nautilus Tanning Bed (Aug. 1)
Freeweights LifeCycles (Aug. 1 )
Aerobics Whirlpool, steam, sauna
For our Nutrition Center, The Gym is proud to

announce that we are distributors for:

If you took at The Princeton Review's shooting record on
the SAT. youU understand why were so confident about
our LSAT course. Our SAT students average a 150-poi- nt

(combined verbal and math) improvement in their scores.
By comparison, the average increase of students in an
older competing course is under 50 points. t

The early results of our limited enrollment LSAT course
promise the same dramatic success. To date, the average
improvement of our LSAT students has been almost 10

points (on a 48-poi- nt scale)!

That's because the course is run on the same principles
as our SAT course: simple, effective problem-solvin- g

techniques that are based on a profound knowledge of the

featurina Dick Gregory's
a VCxl.l Inlj ansho bmc Bahamian Diet

$6000

3 monthsThe course will begin with a diagnostic test August 23

and run through September 17. Enrollment remains

limited, and is now underway. Call us today for more

information.
Bring in this coupon for your summer savings

tests themselves: small classes (no more than 11 students
to a class), with plenty of opportunity for individual
attention: the most sophisticated computer analysis of
tests and homework currently available; enthusiastic,
highly-traine- d teachers who have themselves excelled on
standardized tests.

So, on the September 27th LSAT, get the kind of scores
you're capable of. Because when your scores are great,
you can set your sights as high as you like. mmMlThe Princeton Review

We Score More 919967-720- 9

503C W. Main St. Carrboro 933-924-9
tFTC Study .

Most students take the LSAT only once. To get starting scores for this comparison, students took practice LSATs.


